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Introduction
There are many notions of graphs. A graph can be directed or not, colored (i.e., labeled) or not, with or without multiple edges. It may have distinguished vertices, called sources (or terminals). Hypergraphs are not essentially different from graphs, and graph grammars deal heavily with them. This variety of definitions is actually motivated by a variety of uses of the concept. Accordingly, many notions of graph grammars have been introduced. The field of graph grammars definitely needs some unification.
This paper aims to contribute to it. Rather than choosing one type of graph, and declaring dogmatically that this type is the "right" one, in terms of which everything should be defined, we prefer to consider that all definitions are useful and deserve consideration, preferably in a unified framework. In the present paper, we consider two unifying tools, namely, graph operations (forming the basis of a theory of graph grammars based on Universal Algebra) and relationml structures (forming the basis of the definition of sets of graphs by means of logical formulas.)
By a graph operdon, we mean a mapping that constructs a graph from a fixed number, say li, of given graphs Gr, . . . . Gk, for example by gluing them together in some fixed way. (Series composition and parallel composition of graphs with distinguished entry and exit vertices are typical examples of graph operations.) These operations are necessarily cletermirzistic: adding a new edge "anywhere" in a graph is not a graph operation.
They make possible the description of graphs by "graph expressions" of various types.
Let us assume that we fix a class of graphs and a set PYp, 1 1 of graph operations. Every system of recursive set equations written with I!.Yp. I. and set union has a least solution for inclusion. Several types of context-free graph grammars, in particular hyperedge-replacement (HR) and C-edNCE ones, can be expressed as systems of equations over appropriate subsets of PY< 1'. and many of their properties can be described at the abstract level of systems of equations.
All the existing notions of graphs we know can be formalized in the uniform framework of relariontll structures. Ehrig et al. [12] have already used relational structures in order to formalize graph rewritings for several types of graphs in a unified way. Here we are interested in the logical expression of graph properties. It is interesting to note that the same mathematical notion is appropriate. Logical formulas, to be evaluated in a relational structure 1 G 1 describing a graph G, define certain properties of this graph. Hierarchies of graph properties follow from hierarchies of logical languages. Examples of languages are first-order, first-order with transitive closure, monadic second-order, second-order, listed by order of increasing expressive power. Some of these languages have been introduced as a means to characterize complexity classes (see in particular the surveys by Immerman [19] and Kannellakis 
cw I
In this series of papers [6, 7, 81, we investigate monadic second-order logic as a language for expressing graph properties or, equivalently, for defining sets of finite (and sometimes infinite) graphs. This language is interesting because it is both expressive and manageable, as witnessed by the numerous existing decidability results. (See [16] for a survey.) It is closely connected to finite-state automata in the cases of finite and infinite words and trees. This connection entails decidability results, established in particular by Doner [ 1 l] and Rabin [22] . This connection has no direct counterpart in the case of graphs, because no general notion of finite-state graph automaton is known. However, the sets of graphs satisfying a monadic secondorder formula behave with respect to context-free graph grammars like regular languages with respect to context-free (string) grammars. Since a number of basic graph properties like connectivity, planarity, k-colorability for fixed k can be expressed in monadic second-order logic, this language is an essential tool in the theory of graph grammars. The use of logic to express properties of graphs depends on the choice of a logical structure for representing these graphs. There are at least two possibilities: one can represent a graph G by a structure 1 G 1, the domain of which is the set of vertices of G, or by a structure I/ G jl the domain of which is the set of vertices and edges of G. The quantified variables denote vertices or sets of vertices in the first case. In the second case, they can also denote edges and sets of edges. This gives two variants of monadic second-order logic as a language for expressing graph properties, respectively denoted by MS1 and MS2. We shall prove that these two results are two instances of a single general one, concerning sets of finite relational structures defined by systems of equations (i.e., by context-free grammars put in an algebraic setting). This general result involves some operations on structures that we now introduce.
We define one binary operation on structures, that glues two structures S and S' into a single one S//S'. (This operation generalizes the parallel composition of graphs). We also consider operations of the form S'=f(S), where S' is defined in terms of S as follows: its domain is a subset of that of S; its relations are defined by quantifier-free logical formulas in terms of those of S. (We are using here the classical notion of semantic interpretation, used in particular in [21, 231 .) Our first main result, the compatibility theorem (Theorem 3.4) states that monadic second-order logic is compatible with these operations. (This terminology is borrowed from 1171). It means that if G=f(G,, . . . . Gk) for some operationf, then the validity of a monadic second-order formula in G can be decided from those of finitely many auxiliary formulas in the composing graphs G1, . . . , Gk. This result would not hold without the restriction to quantifier-free formulas in the definition of the graph operations .f:
With these operations, we can form systems of equations (like those canonically associated with context-free grammars) having least solutions. We obtain thus the notion of an equational set of structures, that we consider as an appropriate notion of context:freeness.
A general result subsuming Results 1 and 2 follows immediately from the compatibility theorem.
We also investigate graph transformations, aiming to build a theory akin to that of transformations of words and trees that is essential in formal languages theory. This result is a generalization of the result of [ 131 stating that a set of graphs L is C-edNCE iff 1 L 1 (namely, the set of structures 1 G 1 for all graphs G in L) is the image of a recognizable set of finite trees under a definable transduction.
It generalizes also the result of [9] stating that a set L of hypergraphs is HR (i.e., it is generated by a hyperedge replacement grammar) iff I/L 11 (the set of structures 11 G 11 for all G in L) is the image of a recognizable set of finite trees under a definable transduction.
This result also shows that the operations on structures, that may seem to be rather weak because of the restriction to quantifier-free formulas, are powerful enough to generate all sets of structures that are characterized in terms of transductions as are the C-edNCE of graphs and the HR sets of hypergraphs. Another consequence is that the class of equational sets of structures is closed under definable transductions, which confirms the robustness of our definitions.
Some methodological consequences for the study of classes of graphs and graph grammars are developed in the conclusion.
Relational structures
The logical structures we use in this paper are not strictly relational, since they also have distinguished elements denoted by constants (i.e., nullary function symbols). We call them, nevertheless, relutionul in order to emphasize that they have no functions of positive arity.
Definitions (Relational structures).
We let 55 be a countable set of symbols called constants. We let 3 be a set of relation symbols. Each symbol Y in .@ has an arity p(r) in N, and 9 has countably many symbols of each arity.
We let R and C be finite subsets of 3 and %. An (R, C)-structure is an object of the form S=(DS,(rS)reR, (c~)~~~), where Ds is a set, called the domain of S, each cs belongs to D,, and each rs is a subset of D,P"' , i.e., is a p(r)-ary relation on D,. One may have cs = c$ with c # c'. We denote by Y(R, C) the set of (R, C)-structures having a finite domain. By a (relational) structure we shall mean in this paper an element of Y(R, C) for some finite sets R and C as above.
We shall consider two isomorphic structures as equal. The same will be done for graphs and hypergraphs defined below, without any further notice.
Example (Sourced hypergraphs).
We recall [S, 61 how the sourced hypergraphs defined in [2, 51 can be represented by relational structures. Let A be a set of ranked hyperedge labels. The rank of a in A is a nonnegative integer t(a). An n-hypergraph over A is an object of the form G= (VG,EG, labG,vertC,srcG), where V, is the (finite) set of its vertices, E, is the (finite) set of its hyperedges (with EG n V, = 8), lab, : EG+ A is a mapping that defines the label of a hyperedge, vert,:EG-'Vz IS a mapping that defines the sequence of vertices of a hyperedge, and we assume that the length of vertc(e) is 5( lab,(e)) for all eEEG. Finally, srcG is a sequence of n vertices of G. We denote by src,(i We now describe a simpler, but less representative, relational structure associated with G. Here we assume that r(a) #O for all a in A, and we let R> := {edgb I aEA} with edgh of arity r(a) for each a. We refer the reader to [S] for some results comparing the expressive power of monadic second-order logic in the two cases where a simple graph G is represented by the two structures I GI and 11 G /I.
Operations on relational structures
We now define a few basic operations on relational structures. Our aim is to formalize graphs and hypergraphs as relational structures, and operations on them as derived operations expressed in terms of these basic operations.
Definition (The gluing operation). Let SE.V(R,C) and S'E.Y(R',C').
We may assume that they are disjoint i.e., that Ds n D,, = 8. (If this is not the case, one replaces S' by an isomorphic copy, disjoint with S.) We let S//S' be the structure T defined as follows. We let D := D,u D,.; we let -be the least equivalence relation on D such that cs -cs. for every CE C n C'. We let DT := D/ -and we denote by [ If CnC'=@ then Ds ,s~=DsuDsz and S//S' is the disjoint union of S and S'.
Definition (Quantijier+ee dejinahle operations).
We denote by QF(R, C, X) the set of quantifier-free (first-order) formulas written with R, C, and the variables of X, where X is a set of object variables (denoted by lowercase symbols). Our purpose is to specify total mappings: We say that two formulas cp and cp' are propositionally equivalent if they can be transformed into each other by the laws of propositional calculus. In such a case they are equivalent in every structure. Since we use no function symbols, there are only finitely many classes of quantifier-free formulas with respect to propositional equivalence. We shall assume that each formula is automatically replaced by some canonical representative of its class of propositional equivalence. It follows from this convention that each set QF(R, C, X) is finite if X is finite, and that A((R, C), (R', C')) is finite for each pair ((R, C), (R', C')).
Definition (A signature of operations on relational structures).
Every pair (R, C) consisting of a finite subset R of .4? and of a finite subset C of %? will be called a sort. We let Y'P&'Y be the (countable) set of all sorts. For every s and s' in YO&?.Y-, we let //s,sI be an operation symbol of profile s x s' + s", where s"
= (R u R', C u C'), s = (R, C), and s' = (R', C'). The associated operation is the restriction of // to 9'(R, C) x Y(R', C').
For every s = (R, C) and s' = (R'. C') in .Y I' ./AX, for every ,J in ,4 (s, s'), we introduce an operation symbol def,,,,,,' of profile s + s'. The associated mapping is
def,, : ,Y'(R, C) + .V(R', C').
We let Cc ip 1 '= I jS/.:..,srdef.~.,.,~ 1 s,.s'E,Y'~~.?A~~, AEA(s,s') j. We obtain in this way a many-sorted Q.4. I '-magma (i.e., P./p. I '-algebra):
In most concrete cases, we shall consider restrictions of .Y' to the domains the sort of which belongs to some finite subset of .Y'C(.&'.F and, whence, to finitely many operations, since the sets /1 (s. s') are all finite.
We let Cf ./P. 1 '+ denote the signature Q./p. 1 augmented with tzu//ury,function symbols denoting fixed structures.
Any variable-free term r written with the symbols of P d. 1 '+ and well-formed w.r.t. arities, sorts and prohlcs denotes a structure
is a mapping: 
. (R,,, C,,)
: we shall also make the hxzrit~ us.sutnptiou that there is one and only one occurrence of each variable in these terms.
We now give a few useful examples. A hyprrgraph e.upwssim is a well-formed term written with these operation symbols and constants denoting hypergraphs reduced to a single hyperedge or an isolated vertex. Every such expression denotes a hypergraph.
Definition (RetmJzitIy

of' umstunt.s). We define a fairly trivial but technically useful qfd operation: Y(R, C) + Y'(R, C'
Example (Gr~~phs tvith ports) (Courcdlr ct al. [lo]).
Let A be a finite set of edge labels. We let CR(A) be the set of finite. simple (i.e., without multiple edges), loop-free, directed graphs, the edges of which are labeled in A. We define them directly as relational structures.
A graph in CR(A) is a structure (V,.(edg~,),,,). such that edg:,(x,s) holds for no x in V,. The set V, is the set of vertices of G, and edg:,(x,J,) holds iff there is in G an edge from .Y to J labeled by II.
A graph ~Ytlr ports is a graph as above, equipped with sets of distinguished vertices. Formally, a gruph ~rifh porrs oftype 17 is a structure of the form where each pti is a unary relation on V,. We say that a vertex .Y is an i-port iff pti(.X) holds. Hence, a graph may have several i-ports.
Ports are used in particular in the operation denoted by rl,.i,j that augments a graph G by adding all possible edges with label a. directed from an i-port to aj-port. Hence, where pt;,(x) :-pt,,,(x) for some (i,j )EZ, and n'= Max (i / (i. j )EZ for some j ). It is easy to construct n such that n==def,,. Hence, the operation n, is qfd.
Definition (Grarnrmrs dc$ining sets 01' relational structures).
It is shown in [4] that with every context-free graph grammar r, one can associate a system Sr of equations in sets of graphs, the least solution of which is the tuple of sets of graphs generated by the nonterminals of the grammar r. (In this subsection, the term "graph" means: graph of some fixed kind, directed or not, labeled or not, or even a hypergraph as in Examples 1.2 and 2.5.) The system S, is built with set union and graph operations corresponding to the right-hand sides of the production rules of the grammar.
(Some of these operations may be nullary: they denote fixed graphs corresponding to the terminal productions of the grammar.)
In the present paper. we define a grammar as a system of equations, that does not a priori correspond to any concrete rewriting mechanism on structures (or on the graphs that the considered structures represent).
A system ~f'equations is a tuple of the form S=(u, =pl, . . ..u.=p,), where l u, is an unknown, i.e., a symbol having a sort (Ri, C,); this unknown is intended to denote a subset of Jf(Ri, C,);
l pi is a polynomial of sort (Ri, Ci), i.e., a sum of the form tI ut2 u ... u t,, where each tj is a finite term of sort (Ri, Ci) written with the unknowns, the operations of c"B. 1. and nullary symbols denoting fixed structures (like Bi,j used in Example 2.5); each term ti is called a ~nonomiol. Such systems are investigated in general in 131. A grammar is a pair r=(S, ui) consisting of a system S and an unknown 14~ of S playing the role of the initial nonterminal in standard grammars. Every system S as above has a least solution in The right-hand sides of these systems of equations can be more compactly written with symbols denoting P,/P. I '+-derived operations (see Definition 2.3). Since these symbols stand for linear terms, the least solution of a system is not changed by the replacement of a symbol denoting a derived operation by the term it stands for. This would not be true without the linearity assumption made in Definition 2.3: take, for example, the nonlinear operation square(u) := u.u, where u is a word; the least solution of the equation u = square(u) u (LI) is a noncontext-free language; it is not equal to the context-free language that is the least solution of the apparently equivalent equation u=u.uu (li). It is explained in [3,4] that derivation trees can be defined, and that they represent the way objects arc generated by such grammars. This applies in particular to the case of grammars defining structures. It follows from the results of Mezei and Wright (see [3.4] ) that a set of structures is equational iff it is the set of values of a recognizable set of terms over P./p. 1 '+ or, equivalently, of a recognizable set of terms over an P.4. I ;-derived signature. of the least solution of a system of equations built with the operations and constants reviewed in Example 2.5 (see [Z] ). Since these operations are 6.9, b"+-derived operations, it follows that, if L is HR, then the set of structures )/ L/I defined as { /I G I/ I GE Ll is equational.
Conversely, one may ask whether, for every subset L of HG(A),, we have:
This is true but not immediate since an equational set of structures can be defined by other operations on structures than those corresponding to the hypergraph operations @ n.p,Qi,j,~z. See [9] for the proof. It follows in particular that the equational sets of words can be characterized as the sets of words that can be generated by HR grammars. (Engelfriet and Heyker [14] give a characterization of these languages in terms of tree transducers.)
Hence, every context-free language is equational, but not vice versa, because the noncontext-free language consisting of all words of the form a"h"c" can be generated by an HR grammar, constructed, for example, in [17].)
Monadic second-order logic
We review monadic second-order logic quickly, and we establish our first main result, the compatibility theorem, which states that this language is "compatible" with the operations on structures. A unified presentation of several previously known results follows immediately.
Definitions (Monudic second-order logic). Let (R, C)EY'P.#Y.
Let W be a set of variables that consists of ohjecr (lowercase) and set (uppercase) uuriubles. We denote by W, the set of object variables in W. We denote by Y(R, C, W) the set of monadic second-order formulas written with R,C, and having their free variables in W. We denote by Y*(R, C, W) the set of formulas in S!(R, C, W) having at most h levels of nested quantifications.
The
least integer h such that a formula belongs to Y*(R, C, W) is called its quuntijcution height. In the notations Y(R, C, W) and 6a*(R, C, W), we
shall omit W when it is empty. A set of (R, C)-structures is de$nuble if it is the set of (R, C)-structures that satisfy some formula in Y(R, C). Tuutologicul equivalence is the equivalence on formulas generated by the laws of propositional calculus and by renamings of bound variables. The set Y"(R, C, W) is finite up to tautological equivalence. We refer the reader to [4-81 for more details. The following lemma is essentially well known (see [23, Lemma on p. 6121. It says that when one defines a structure S' in a structure S by formulas of an appropriate language. then every formula expressing a property of S' can be translated into a formula expressing in S the same property of S' (in particular. this new formula is in the language of S). We shall omit the proof.
Let SE.'/'(R, C) and S'=def ,(S)E.Y(R', C'). For every IV-assignment v in S, we let I" be such that
and is undefined otherwise.
We say that 1" is ~~/l-rl~$~ctl if r'(s) is defined for each XE W,.
1" is u ndl-rlfqitlrrl M'-ri.s'sigt?t~?rtlr itt S' trt1rl (S'. I") I= q7
f'(S)I=Y, #'Sl=$.
The formula $ constructed by this lemma from y, and,f'will be denoted by q*,fI It is important for the applications that the quantification height of the formula q*,fis not larger than that of cp. This is true because if j' is qfd, then the quantifiers of cp*j'"come from" cp and not from the formulas of the tuple defining,f:
Our next lemma is similar, and concerns the gluing operation //. For simplicity, we state it for closed formulas. A more complicated formulation dealing with formulas having free variables could be done. Set 14. Lemma 4.5, 6. Lemma 4.51 for similar statements. Proof. The result is trivial for nullary operations, and has been proved in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 for the operations of c':Yp. Z . . It is easy to see that the property to be established is stable by composition; hence, it holds for 6.8.1 '+-derived operations. 0
A consequence of this theorem is that every definable set of (R,C)-structures is recognizable relative to the operations on the structures of Q.9. I ', in the algebraic sense used in [4, 6] . We refer the reader to these papers for definitions.
We only indicate here a few concrete consequences of this fact. Every subset of P"(R, C) containing cp is an accepting root state. This construction has been used in [4, 61, where the reader will find more details. 0
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 do not hold if the unary operations on structures can be defined by means of first-order formulas instead of just quantifier-free ones. Here is a counterexample.
Consider relational structures corresponding to words over a oneletter alphabet {a), equipped with constants indicating the beginning and the end of the words. With first-order formulas, one can define (along the lines of Definition 2.2) the operation ,f that erases one occurrence of a in a nonempty word, and does not transform the empty word. Let us consider also a constant E for the structure representing the empty word, and the operation g that adds an occurrence of a (y is an c'b. 1 '+-derived operation). The set of terms over H = {~,f, g} evaluating to E is not recognizable, because those of the form f"(g*(E)) must have at least as many occurrences of f as of g. Hence, the first assertion of Theorem 3.5 is false, even if cp is a first-order formula, and Theorem 3.4 does not hold for H either.
Here is an application to grammars defining sets of relational structures, whence, to context-free graph grammars, as we shall see shortly.
Theorem. For every grummur r dejining a subset of Y(R, C), for every formula cp in _Y(R, C), one can construct a grammar r' that dejines {SEL(T) 1 S I= cp}. One can decide whether there is a structure S in L(T) such that S I= cp.
Proof (sketch) . By Theorem 3.5, the set K of derivation trees of I-producing a structure S where 43 holds is recognizable. Its emptiness can be tested. From r and K, one can construct a grammar r', the derivation trees of which are those of K. Again we refer the reader to [4, 61 for more details. 0
Applications to c.ontestTfree graph grummars
We now review the applications of the above results to several classes of contextfree graph grammars, and we explain why Results 1 and 2 recalled in Section 0 follow immediately.
Case I: (R, C)=(R,, C,) introduced in Example 1.2, and the operations are those used in Example 2.5. The corresponding grammars generate all sets of structures of the form { 11 G 11 I GEL), where L is an HR set of hypergraphs.
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 entail Proposition 4.14 and Corollary 4.8 of [6], respectively. Note that the corresponding monadic second-order formulas can use edge as well as vertex quantifications.
CUX 2: (R, C) is as in Example 2.6 and the operations on structures are those defined also in Example 2.6. One obtains by grammars (as in Definition 2.7), all sets of the form {I GI I GEL), where L is C-edNCE (i.e., is generated by a C-edNCE graph grammar; we refer the reader to [4, 10, 13-151 for the quite technical definitions of these graph grammars). The confluent NLC grammars of Courcelle [4] , that include the B-NLC grammars of Rozenberg and Welzl [24] , are particular C-edNCE grammars (see [lo] 
Transductions of structures
As explained in Section 0, we aim to define a class of graph transformations that fits well with context-free graph grammars (in the sense where rational transductions fit with context-free grammars), and that includes some basic graph transformations, like the construction of a depth-first spanning tree. Two essential properties of rational transductions are that they preserve context-freeness, and that they are closed under composition.
We wish to obtain graph transformations satisfying similar properties.
We claim that the notion of a rl<fifinuhle transduction qf'relational structures defined below meets these requirements. The idea is to transform a structure S into a structure S' by defining S' "inside" S by means of monadic second-order formulas. Hence, once again, we use the classical semantic interpretation , with some appropriate tuning: first, we define S' by means of monadic second-order formulas, and second, we define S' inside the disjoint union of k copies of S (for some fixed k), which makes it possible to construct S' with a domain larger than that of S (larger within the factor k).
This notion has been already introduced and used in [7. 8, 131 as a means of defining graph transformations.
Extending a result of [ 131, we use it to obtain our second main result, the loyical c,haracteri=ation of the eyuationul sets of' structures (Theorem 4.6), a characterization that is independent of the operations of ('8. 1 (Definitions 2.1-2.3). This characterization says that a set of structures is equational iff it is the image of a recognizable set of finite trees under a definable transduction; it shows that the operations of I'd. 1' form, in a certain sense, a maximal set.
Definition (R&rive definahilit~' of structures).
Let R and R' be two finite-ranked sets of relation symbols. Let C and C' be two finite sets of constants. Let YX be a finite set of uppercase variables, called here the set of parameters.
(There is no loss of generality in assuming that the parameters are set variables; this is just convenient for some proofs). (1) ( .E( (The quantification 3!xi.. . means that "there exists a unique x1.. .".) If this condition is satisfied, we denote S by defA(T, 1,); this structure is defined as follows:
An ((R, C), (R', C'))-dejnition
(this set may be empty, and S is still well defined, provided C = 8);
rh:= j ((d,,i,) , . . . . (d,,i,))~D.1.xCklI(T,~,dl,...,ds)l=61,,.7 iff it is the singleton reduced to S.
A relation f & 9(R', C') x .Y(R, C) is called a transduction: 9(R', C') + SJ'(R, C).
We consider it as a total mapping: ,Y(R', C') + 9'(9'(R, C)). Hence, we write The following proposition (similar to Lemma 3.2, but for a more complex definition technique) says that if S = defd (T, v) then the monadic second-order properties of S can be expressed as monadic second-order properties of (T, v). 
def,(T, ,u) is defined (if it is, we denote it by S), 11 is a Y '-assignment in S, and (S, V) /= /3
This proposition has already been stated and proved in [7, S] in the case where C = C' = 8. The extension of the proof to the present case is straightforward.
We only make a few observations. First, the quantification level of pmay be larger than that of /I (by a linear factor), in contrast to the case of Lemma 3.2. Second, we might also wish to have a more powerful definition technique, where S is constructed "inside" TX T instead of "inside" a structure formed with k disjoint copies of T. However, with this variant, the formula B could be constructed If H is a finite c'.b. 1 '+-derived signature, we denote by 9'c9'YH the (finite) set of sorts occurring in the profiles of all its symbols. Hence, Y'P9.Y~ G YeBY, and H is a ,YcfiWYH-signature. We denote by M(H), the set of terms of M(H) of sort s. A special case of the following theorem is Lemma 4.3 of [7] , stating that the transduction mapping a hypergraph expression t (see [2] or Example 2.5) to the structure 11 G 11, where G is the hypergraph defined by t is definable.
Theorem. For everyjnite fld,1'+ -derived signature H,,for every sort s = (R, C) in P'yC~.%Y~, the mapping val,: M(H), + Y'(R, C) is a dejinable transduction.
Proof. We shall first consider the special case where H consists of finitely many operations of Pd. 1. and a single nullary symbol # denoting the structure in .Y'(@, { # }) with a singleton domain.
Let s=(R, C), let GEM,
and S=val,(t)~Y(R, C) be its value. Each element ofthe domain D, comes from some occurrence of # in t. We shall say that an occurrence u of # in t yields an element x of D,, and we shall write this as x = yield(u, t). Several occurrences of # may yield the same element of D, because of fusions (done, for instance, by fuse,,d that is a derived operation of Crl9JXu { # )). On the other hand, some occurrences of # in t may yield no element of Ds because, in a qfd operationf; the domain off(T) may be a proper subset of that of T.
We wish to construct (or rather to establish the possibility of constructing) a definition scheme A such that val(t)=defd(t) for every tgM(H),.
We shall specify D, (where as above S = val(t)) as a subset of N(t) (the set of nodes of t) by means of monadic second-order formulas. In order to do that, we need the following formulas:
A formula $(x1) such that, for every u1 in N(t), (t,ul)l=$ ifl u1 is a leaf of t such that yield(u,, t) is defined, A formula q(x1,x2) such that, for every ul, u2 in N(t),
and yield(u,,t)=yield(u,,t).
A formula >~Jxr) for each ceC such that, for every u1 in N(t), (t, u 1 ) I= yc 8 (t, ul) I= II/ and yieWl, ~)=c,,I(~).
A formula pl(xI, . , xpcrJ) for each reR such that, for every u,, . , up,,) in N(t), (t, u r,...,~))l=~~ iff (t,Ui)+$ for each i=l,...,p(r) and ~,,t(,)(yieTd(u, , t), . , yiWuoc,,, 0) holds.
(We denote by $[y,/xr,..., yk/xk] the formula resulting from the substitution in e5 of y, for x1, . . ..yk for xk.)
From such formulas $ and ye, one can specify DS as the set of leaves u1 oft such that (t, ul) I= $, and (t, ul, u2) + q for no leaf u2 strictly before u1 in the left-to-right ordering of leaves. (This ordering is definable in monadic second-order logic.) The construction of the desired A is then easy to complete provided we have $, v], yc and ,LL~, for all CEC and reR.
Let us fix k=Max{2, p(r))reR', (R',C')E.Y'PS?Y~}.
We let t be in M(H) and ul,. . . , uk be temporarily fixed leaves of t. With every node w of t, we associate the following objects (where t/w denotes the subtree of t issued from node w): b(w) is the set of variables Xi, i= 1, . . ., k, such that Ui belongs to t/w, and yield(ui, t/w) is defined; fh(w) is the set of atomic formulas in QF(R', C', h(w)). where (R', C') is the sort of it', that hold true in val(r,!w), with U; as the value of the variable xi; we shall call this set the theor~l of ~1; (h(\c), th(w) ).
St(w) is the pair
We shall see that any pair d(w) can be computed from the corresponding pairs associated with the successors of IV. In other words, St(w) can be interpreted as the state associated with 12' by a run on t of a finite-state bottom-up deterministic tree automaton. If 1~ is a leaf (necessarily labeled by #), then b(\zl) and fh(w) can be obtained directly. In particular, b(wl) is the set of variables xi such that tli= 1~. If \r is a node with label :'/ and successors N'~ and \v2, then b(w) is simply the union of b(w,) and b(wZ); the theory th(bv) can be computed from th(w,) and fh(w2) by Lemma 3.3, suitably extended to deal with free variables. and with h =O. Hence, sf(w) can be obtained from st( w,),st(\~, ) and, of course, the sorts of \t'l and \vz. If M' is a node labeled by a qfd operation ,f: it has a unique successor w1 and we have where $,-is the first formula of the tuple definingf'(see Definition 2.2; we recall that t,kf defines the domain of the structure,f'(S) as a subset of that of S); since fh(wtl) indicates the atomic formulas that hold in val(tjwI). the validity of each formula Ic/, [.x~/.Y~] can be determined from th(\v,); (ii) th(\l,) can be determined from th(u',) by Lemma 3.2 with h=O and W= h(w). Hence, st(\l,) can be determined from st(\v, ) and the sort of \vl. The result of Doner [I l] states that a tree automaton can be converted into a monadic second-order formula. It follows that one can construct a formula $~la(R, C, (.yl j ) such that, for every node u of t, (t. u) I= I) iff u is a leaf of t and yield(u, t) is defined For every formula x in QF(R, C, (.x1, . . . . . k) ), one can construct a formula $a in Y. ) such that for al1 nodes'u _Y (R,C, (x1, . . .._ L; . , 1, . , ilk of t, t 1=4z iff u1. . . . . Llk are leaves, yield(u,, t) is defined for each i = 1, . , k, and (vaI(t), yield(u,, t), . , yield(u,, t)) I= cz.
From the formulas 4a where x is .Y~ =x2, .Y, =c, and I.(s~, . . . . . Ye,,,) for a11 c in C and r in R, one can construct the required formulas 'I, yc and pL, and, finally, the desired definition scheme.
We now consider the general case. Every structure can be constructed in terms of (finitely many) operations of P./p. I and the constant #. It follows that every Pb. 1 '+-derived signature is an (is_ t 'u { #j-derived signature. Hence, H as in the statement of the theorem is of this latter form. Thus, every tree t in M(H), has a translation (say a "macroexpansion") into a tree t' in M(P.Y%,l 'u { #}), such that val,(t)=val(t'). It is easy to verify that the mapping t H t' is a definable transduction (for any reasonable representation of trees by structures). Since the composition of two definable transductions is definable, and by the first part of the proof, we obtain that val, is a definable transduction too. 0
By "a set of finite trees", we shall mean a subset of M(F) for any fixed finite, ranked alphabet F. Since every equational subset of .Y(R, C) is val,(K) for some recognizable subset K of M(H) (see Definition 2.7 or [3, 4]), where H is an E'Y.h'+-derived signature, we obtain immediately the following corollary.
is an equational set qf structures, then L=defA(K) for some recognizable set K qf,finite trees and some dejinition scheme A.
We shall prove the converse, which yields our second main theorem.
Theorem (Logical characterization of equational sets of structures). A set of structures L c Y(R, C) is equational [flit is oj'the j&-m defd(K),for some recognizable set qf.finite trees K and some dgjinition scheme A.
The proof of the "if" direction uses some qfd operations that we now introduce. We describe them by considering a structure in .Y(R, C) as a simple directed hypergraph, the hyperedges of which have labels from R, and that is equipped with distinguished vertices, called sources, labeled by the symbols from C. We shall denote by F(R, C) the finite signature consisting of the above qfd operations. the operations //_. for all s=(R', C'), s'=(R", C"), R', R" 5 R, and C', C" G C, the nullary symbol 8 denoting the empty structure, and nullary symbols for the structures in .Y(R, C') with a singleton domain, where C' G C.
Proof. We let L c Y'(R, C) be def,(K) for some recognizable subset K of some set M(F), for some finite-ranked alphabet F. We wish to prove that L is equational. Preliminurq~ steps: We reduce the proof to cases where d and K have special forms.
We first prove that d can be assumed to be without parameters.
Let for all ~'EM(F'), where t' corresponds to (t,r). It follows that
where ,f' is the parameterless transduction defined by A', and K' is an appropriate recognizable set. Next, we prove that A can be assumed to have k= 1 (see Definition 4.1) i.e., that if S=def,(t) then Ds is a set of nodes of t. (The domain of the relational structure representing a tree is the set of nodes of the tree.) If A is not of this form, then consider S=y(t), with tEM(F). The domain of S is a subset of N(t) x [k] . For each node u oft, we add k new leaves as first k successors of u (we add these leaves to the left of the existing ones if any). We obtain thus a tree i. The correspondence between t and t* is a hidqjinuble codiny, i.e., a definable one-to-one transduction, the inverse of which is definable.
The set I? = (t*i tEK) is recognizable and 9 can be transformed into a definable transduction 4 such that L=d(I?). in such a way that for every SET? if S = d(s), then Ds is a set of leaves of s. (The idea is that if IY in Ds is defined by y as the pair (u,i), with u in N(t) and i in [k] , then the same x will be defined by 9 as the ith successor of node u of the tree i.)
Hence, we assume that the parameter k of A (of Definition 4.1) is equal to I. We finally reduce the proof to the case where the input trees are binary trees. We let T be the set of (finite) binary ordered trees defined by the recursive equation
U={*)uo(U,U).
Hence, l (o(*, *), *) is an example of a tree t in U (or rather, of a notation for such a tree). The trees in K are not binary in general, but they can be transformed into binary trees, by the transduction making ,f(.u i, . . ., .q,) into the linear term (K) , the definition scheme A has no parameter, K c T, for every t in K the structure S = defd (t) is defined and its domain D, is a set of leaves of t.
Speciul cuse: C=@
For every tree t in K, we let mk(t) denote its marked version. In the marked version of t, the leaves that do not belong to Ds, where S = defd(t), are represented by the constant $ as opposed to by *. Hence, Ds is the set of leaves of mk(t) with label *. Since Ds is a definable subset of N(t), K' := {mk(t) 1 ~EK } is also a recognizable set of trees (this is a consequence of the result of Doner [l 11, stating that a set of labeled binary ordered trees is definable iff it is recognizable).
We denote by U' the set of trees that are like those of U, except that leaves are labeled by * or $. For any tree s in U', we let umk(s) be the tree in U obtained by unmarking t, that is, by replacing all labels $ by *.
We shall express defA(t) in terms of TH(mk(t)), a (quite complicated) relational structure encoding the truth values in t of a lot of monadic second-order formulas. The construction of TH(mk(t)) will be done by induction on the structure of mk(t). We describe it informally as a hypergraph associated with t. It belongs to Y(M,@) for some set M of relation symbols. These symbols encode sets of formulas that we now describe.
Considered as a graph, a tree in U will be represented by the structure 
v,).
It is then clear from the definitions that G,=TH(t).
We now need to express these steps in terms of operations of F(M,@). Let us assume that O(t,) and e(t,) have already been constructed and that they define, respectively, G1 =TH(t,) and G,=TH(t,). Note that in steps 2 and 3, one must know which hyperedges of G3 and G4 come from G1 and which come from GZ. Taking O(t,) // Qt,) would not permit to have this knowledge later on. Hence, one first "marks" the hyperedges of G1 by transforming any label a into h(a)=(a, l), and those of G2 by transforming any such label into h'(a) =(a, 2). (We are actually using the set M of hyperedge labels augmented with its "marked" labels (m, i), rnE M, i= 1,2.) Hence, one constructs for defining TH(t) an expression of the form ways the leaves oft that will yield elements of Ds (where S=defA(t)), giving values to the constants c of C.
In the proof of the special case, a marked tree t has leaves labeled by * or S depending upon whether they belong to defj(t) or not. Here we shall use a more complicated marking, where a leaf L' of r is marked (*, C'), for some C' G C, where C' is the set of constants c of C such that cs = I'. Hence, (*, 8) is nothing but the previous *. Since this marking is definable, we can assume that it is given, i.e., that we can construct defA(t) from a tree marked in this new way.
The only thing to modify in the above construction is the definition of 19(t) in the base case where r is reduced to a leaf marked (*, C'). We use in this case an appropriate constant.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorems 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6. n A related result by Engelfriet [ 131 states that if L is a set of finite, directed, edge-and vertex-labeled, simple, loop-free graphs, then it is generated by a C-edNCE grammar iff it is of the form def,,(K ). We shall obtain it as a consequence of Theorem 4.6 and the results of [lo] . The notations are defined in Example 2.6, where a graph is defined directly as a relational structure, the domain of which is the set of vertices. We claim that there exists a finite-state tree transduction t that transforms any term t in K' into a term z(t) written with the operations of Example 2.6, and that defines the same graph, namely, val(t). It will follow that t(K') is recognizable and that L is equational w.r.t. the desired set of operations since L= {val(t) 1 tcr(K')}. Hence, we only have to establish the existence of the appropriate
Corollary. A subset L of'GR(A) is generated by a C-edNCE grammar ifSit is of the
T.
The operations of Example 2.6, with which we must build r(t), use port numbers. Saying that a vertex is an i-port is the same as saying that it has an edge of type 1 with label i. Hence, all the operations delete,, relabh, create,,,, 1 occurring in t and dealing with unary labels can be translated in terms of the operations 7c, of Example 2.6 that manipulate port numbers. Similarly, the operation addp,q,r is nothing else but tl,,i,j, where the port numbers i and j encode, respectively, unary labels p and q. Hence, it remains only to "eliminate" the operations delete,, relab, and create,,,,i,j for r, s of type 2, and h a relabeling function on edge labels of type 2.
Note the two forms of the third of these operations: create,. s. 1. 2 adds an edge with labels s parallel to every edge with label r; create,, S, 2. 1 does the same but gives to the new edge the opposite orientation.
Consider now an operation add,,,,, in r. It adds some r-labeled edges. Since this operation may be in the scope of deletions, relabelings or creations, these newly added edges may, later on, be deleted, relabeled or duplicated with a reversal of direction. The outcome is a finite set of edges, E, from p-labeled vertices to q-labeled vertices or vice versa, the labels and orientations of which can be determined by a finite-state automaton inspecting the path in t from the considered occurrence of add,,,,, to the root. One can thus replace add P,4.r(.) by a finite sequence of the form vri.j,s,(~i,j,,,(...vri,j,~~(.)...)) that adds "immediately" all edges of E with their final directions and labels. By doing that for all occurrences of operation symbols of the form add,.,., , one can eliminate the uses of deletions, relabelings and creations. This completes the definition of 5 and the proof of the corollary. q
Open questions and jiwtker results
The equational sets of structures are defined algebraically. as least solutions of systems of equations, and not by rewritings, along the lines of Ehrig et al. [12] . In order to obtain an equivalent notion of context-free grammar of relational structures it remains to interpret the operations delete, relab, add, and create introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.6 or alternate equally powerful ones, in terms of concrete hypergraph rewritings that would give context-free grammars, in the sense of [4], generating the equational sets of structures. Another open problem is to find a set C'Yp. 1 " of "natural"
and "simple" qfd operations like the ones of Theorem 4.6, such that every qfd operation is a derived operation based on P.Y. 1 ".
The following result, established in [9] , is analogous to Corollary 4.9 for HR sets of hypergraphs.
(See Example 1.2 for the definition of 11 Cl/).
Theorem. If' L is a set of' sourced kypergrapks and ( 11 G 11 1 GEL} is equational, then L is HR (i.e., can he generated by a kvperedye replucement yrammar).
This result has two consequences: the first one is that the class of HR sets of hypergraphs is closed under definable transductions (provided a hypergraph G is represented by the structure 11 G 11). It is just a consequence of Theorem 4.10, like Corollary 4.8 is a consequence of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. The second consequence is the following result. Whether it is decidable if a C-edNCE set of graphs is HR is an open problem.
Conclusion
We review some methodological consequences of these results for the study of graphs and graph grammars.
In certain cases, we only have an injective and definable transduction defd from % to %'. In this case, every equational subset of % is (via the transduction defA) an equational subset of %" but, conversely, that def,,(L) is equational does not imply that L is. A natural question is then the following: Can one decide when it is? Another research topic can be to try to find additional conditions on def,(L) implying that L is equational.
Such conditions are given in [8] in the case where the same graph is represented by a relational structure in two ways, so that the two corresponding notions of an equational set do not coincide.
